
A HISTORY OF CHATEAU DE BLOIS

The Royal ChÃ¢teau de Blois is located in the city center of Blois at the Loir-et- Cher dÃ©partement in the Loire Valley,
in France.

The latter escaped from the estate in  During the December convention the king had his arch-enemy, Henry I,
Duke of Guise assassinated. It was only at the end of the 14th century that Blois was sold to the French royal
family and became a part of France. Its design was influenced by the architecture of classical antiquity. The
garden was improved according to the designs of the Italian landscape designer Pacello Da Mercoliano. Its
metre length and metre width allowed it to accommodate the Estates General of and  Also, he created the first
botanical garden in the castle, which included approximately 2, species. She was kept at the court of Henry II
as a curiosity. The king was born in the castle in and always favored it over the other castles. The castle had
been the residence of seven kings and ten queens of France, so its grandeur is unsurprising. In , Gaston
embarked on building a completely new castle in Blois. In this wing, the architecture and ornamentation are
marked by Italian influence. The castle accommodates numerous museums and welcomes more than , visitors
each year; today, it is the property of the town of Blois. As their fortune increased, so did the development of
the castle. Although the style is principally Gothic , as the profiles of mouldings, the lobed arches and the
pinnacles attest, there are elements of Renaissance architecture present, such as a small chandelier. In the 10th
and 11th centuries. The rear of the Francis I wing, facing over central Blois in the s left and right. He intended
to move the Court of France to the castle and so he needed to make his residence fit for a king. Seeing it like
this really gives you a feel for how the castle would have looked when Kings and Queens lived here. Luckily,
the medieval constructions of the Counts of Blois are visible today. The Castle of Blois: a bit of history From
the 10th to the 13th centuries, Blois was the place of residence and seat of power of the Counts of Blois. This
beautiful castle is famous for its residents but also because it presents a unique view of the evolution of French
chateaux architecture. Blois was home to several kings and queens of France including Francis I. On view for
visitors are the supposed poison cabinets of Catherine de' Medici. They became one of the most wealthy and
powerful families in the region. Duke Antoine was not afraid of plagiarism: he simply commissioned an
equestrian statue of himself carved in a niche surrounded by a segmental arch. This wing makes up the rear
wall of the court, directly opposite the Louis XII wing. They built a new wing which at the time housed the
most important library in France. An ambitious man, Theobald I pitted himself against his neighbours and
protected his territory by building fortifications, including a large stone tower at Blois.


